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FOREWORD

You want a rock‘n’roll story? Okay, here’s one. Here’s all of them, in fact. You went up Renfield
Street, through the door, into the foyer, past the box office, had your ticket checked by the bounce
headed into the hall, and then — everything.

That’s how it was from 1973 until 1985, when the Apollo was the place to play and the place to b
seen playing. I don’t just mean Glasgow – I mean Scotland, Britain, Europe and the world. And fo
once it’s not just Weegie bluster: the Apollo compared favourably to any other venue anywhere.

You don’t have to take my word for it. More importantly, you don’t have to take Glasgow’s wor
for it. Or Scotland’s. Giggers and liggers from all over the globe have shared their memories – here i
this book, on the website and in words, pictures, live albums, videos and DVDs just about everywhere

You can’t please everyone, so I’ve tried to please the Glasgow choir first. If you weren’t part of th
Apollo crowd by any extension, you might not get it. But I think we all hope you will.

The story is built around contributions from people who visited the site, and from people who we
interviewed in person or by email. I’ve avoided picking up too many anecdotes directly from th
forums – but if you enjoy the kind of stuff you’re about to read, I assure you there’s a lot more of th
same to be found online.

The big question is, ‘Why was the Apollo so special?’ The answer can’t be expressed in words, s
I’ve made a point of trying to answer it in spirit. See if you get it.

Martin Kielt
Glasgow, July 200

INTRODUCTION

When we were growing up in Glasgow, almost all the bands we loved played for us in the Apollo. Th
music of our youth is always the best music. They were, of course, the best years of our lives and w
spend many a beer looking back on the days when everything was so much simpler.

It’s easy to feel silly about how bad we felt when it closed, or the way we never got to say goodby
properly because the last gigs weren’t our cup of tea. But we did feel that way – and the more w
talked about it the more we realised we should do something about it.

Russell Leadbetter’s book, ‘You Don’t Have to be in Harlem’, led the way. We thought there mus
be many more personal memories waiting to come out. And since one of us is an organiser and one o
us is a web developer, we thought: why not?

The website started in 2002 and it proved very quickly the Apollo was gone but not forgotte
Hundreds of people every week were adding their own memories. It was gratifying to discover ho
many people felt the way we did. We thought we were alone in believing too much soul has been take
out of the whole city centre experience, that rock‘n’roll isn’t as magical as it used to be, and that eve
if things were more rough round the edges in those days, a lot of life felt better for it.

It wasn’t long before we thought about a book. When we read Martin’s ‘SAHB Story: the Tale o
the Sensational Alex Harvey Band’, we knew he was the man for the job. This book is a fitting tribu
to the people who worked there, the bands who played there, and the people of Glasgow, Scotland an
beyond who attended the concerts and still hold the Apollo in their hearts and memories.

Scott McArthur & Andy Mu
www.apollomemories.com
England & Australia, July 200
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THEY once called Glasgow ‘Cinema City’. In the first half of the twentieth century there were ove
130 film theatres in the urban sprawl – more screens per head than anywhere in the world outside th
USA. Every day 175,000 Glaswegians went to the pictures, and everyone visited at least once a week
not difficult since hardly anyone lived more than five minutes’ walk from a cinema.

The picture palaces had grown out of the play houses. Stan Jefferson and Archie Leach began the
professional careers in Glasgow, later making headway by moving to the States and changing the
names to Stan Laurel and Cary Grant. They trod the boards at Trongate’s Empire Theatre, whic
eventually became the Panopticon Cinema. In 1910 Glasgow’s first purpose-built cinema, the Electr
Theatre in Sauchiehall Street, opened its doors – and from then until the 1930s the buildings went u
as fast as reels race through projectors.

Glasgow’s fascination with film grew out of the essential spirit of this bastard part of Scotlan
Over the centuries Scots had much more to do with Europe than the surviving records suggest; whi
the English were fighting any number of their neighbours, Scotland was shaking hands and sharin
drink with them. From trading to touring, Scots have always had an avid fascination with travel an
the minutiae of travel: maps, history, geography, genealogy. Some of us even look like hobbits. Wit
over 90 million people across the planet claiming Scots ancestry these days, it would be difficult fo
those who stayed at home not to keep an eye on the wider world. It might only be a matter of tim

before your second cousin twice removed struck gold, became president or left you a wallet in h
will.

If you can define a Scot as a man protective of his boundaries, you can define a Glaswegian as
man who likes to see what lies beyond those boundaries. Perhaps in the early 1900s he couldn’t affor
to travel unless he joined the army, but he still wanted to know what was out there. Glaswegians ar
always asking: ‘Who are you, where do you come from and what did you bring with you?’.

Cinema answered those questions 175,000 times a day between the wars. So it’s no surprise that
family of showmen like the Greens wanted a piece of the action. They’d been in the Glasgow are
since the early 1800s and had been cinema pioneers from the dawn of the magic lantern era. By th
1920s the family company owned a number of theatres – but they wanted to own the biggest and th
best.

On September 15, 1927, after four years of work, brothers Fred and Bert Green unveiled what the
meant by ‘the best’: Green’s Playhouse at 126 Renfield Street. It began trading the year the Germa
economy collapsed, Lindbergh crossed the Atlantic, TV was demonstrated, international phone cal
were introduced and the Oscars were first awarded. Designed by architect John Fairweather, who’
studied the cream of American buildings, the Playhouse featured just one screen, but everything els
about it was jaw-droppingly remarkable.

It boasted 4386 seats on three levels – more than any other cinema in Europe – including th
legendary Green’s Golden Divans, designed to sit couples in comfort. On top of that the buildin
featured a ballroom and tearooms with capacity for another 6000 souls, meaning that up to 10,00
people could play in the house at one time. There was even a fountain in the upper foyer. The Renfiel
Street facade was retained from the previous structure, but the 40-foot Playhouse sign, the first in th
country to be fully-lit, hung out over the street above a bronze canopy which ran the length of the 96
foot block.

The Playhouse was a massively ambitious construction, but the Greens were showfolk and kne
how to make an impact. Promotional literature showed cartoon characters holding the ‘U’ i
‘Playhouse’ up, with the slogan ‘We Want U In’. And they did – they saw a great big future fo
cinema in Glasgow and planned to be a big part of the scene for ever. They demonstrated the
commitment by continuing to make their own newsreels, then piloting film with sound in 1928
although the Playhouse wasn’t the first Glasgow cinema to show a talkie. And under everything wa
the family motto, stitched into the carpets in the foyer and the tearooms: ‘It’s Good – It’s Greens’.

It was good – it was quickly recognised as a unique and special place, and made its way to the hea
of Glasgow’s social life. Talking movies arrived in strength and there was no looking back. The jaz
and swing movements brought their style and panache to the ballroom. The Second World War mad
news and entertainment even more necessary to the folks left at home, while parts of the building we
used as servicemens’ billets. Joe Loss and his Orchestra and Ronnie Scott’s Big Band were among th
top names in the ballroom during the 40s, while soon afterwards the teddy boys brought their quif
and razors into the auditorium to fight amid showings of ‘Rock Around The Clock’ and ‘Express
Bongo’.

But by the 1960s the Green dream was looking a bit dusty. The cinema hadn’t managed to live up t
its potential – as an independent company they were powerless to stop the ABC and Rank theatre
from buying out the big movies, therefore stealing its audiences. Decades of having to rely on secon

runs and B -features took their toll, and by the mid-60s takings were down. In any case, the world ha
been moving on: the big news was rock and blues. Electric Theatre gave way to Electric Garden – th
Sauchiehall Street venue was just one of the burgeoning gig houses in the city. Always ready t
embrace new entertainment, and of course make a few bob, the Greens began hiring the auditoriu
out to touring acts.

The stage was by no means perfect for performance – mainly because it wasn’t actually a stage, b
a raised area to house the giant screen. In order to maximise viewing it sloped towards the audienc
There was a small stage in front of the screen floor, to allow introductions, dancers and support act
but the performance area was never set up properly for putting on a show. And as it happened, it neve
would be.

Still, as the 60s rolled by, the big names began to rock in. It’s not difficult to spot the Playhouse’
first really big moment as a music venue. On 12 June 1967 a package tour hit Glasgow starring Jim
Hendrix, Pink Floyd, The Move, Amen Corner and The Nice. A huge night out with the bands’ gear se
up on three levels, it gave the Playhouse a new lease of life.

WENDI DWYER: I was wearing new black jeans – you could mostly only get blue jeans at that time
– and got chewing gum all over them from the arms of the seats as we squeezed along our row.

The place had a sort of working man’s bar–room filth that made it exotic in our eyes. Not that any of
us had been in a working man’s bar, you understand – most pubs in Paisley still didn’t allow ladies in
But the grubbiness was somehow adult – it made us feel we were in one of the wilder parts of the
grown-up world… on the edge. We boasted about it at school – the fag-ends, the chewing gum on the
seats, the empty beer bottle against the wall at the entrance. It all indicated excesses of debauchery to
us – and we’d seen it!

What no one talked about much was Jimi Hendrix apparently shagging his guitar and one of the
speakers. Perhaps that was the reason the audience went a bit quiet during his set. It was quiet enough
for me to hear a girl in the row in front ask her mate, ‘What’s he doing?’ Funnily enough, we didn’t
talk about that – although when my big sister got back from uni it was the first thing she asked about.
think she wanted to know if I’d understood it… swinging sixties or not, most fifteen-year-olds knew
very little about sex. And I include the boys in that!

Thus it began, and as the giant rock era opened, visitors included Fairport Convention, Fleetwoo
Mac, Alvin Lee & Ten Years After, Black Sabbath and Derek & the Dominoes.

For centuries people had been coming to Glasgow and enjoying the city’s no mean welcome; bu
with the dawn of the global music phenomena, and its unique crossing of live and recorde
experiences, the time was right for a very special kind of social feedback. Stories already circulate
about the locals telling you exactly what they thought of you, being unimpressed by pretentiou
behaviour, and acting as if they owned the place. But this time everyone on the planet was going t
hear about it first-hand: Glasgow opened its doors, the world flooded in, and the Playhouse was at th
very heart of it.

When Tir na nOg toured with Jethro Tull and Procol Harum in 1970, the duo of Leo O’Kelly an
Sonny Condell saw both sides of the story straight away.

LEO O’KELLY, Tir na nOg: It was our first experience of a Scottish audience. We shared a cab to
the Playhouse with Tull’s drummer, Clive Bunker, and he made it known we were playing a very
special place with a rich history and a big reputation. You somehow felt that the Playhouse was one o
the stars of the show. We hadn’t ever encountered such an enthusiastic – and dare I say, rowdy –
crowd before. Survival seemed even higher than acclaim that night! But acclaimed we were… not ba
for two folkies, two guitars with no pickups and a pair of bongos.
During Tull’s soundcheck Glen Cornick had given me one of his leather headbands, and perhaps
getting just a little carried away I asked if I could play his bass. He let me jam with the band – Jim’ll
Fix It! Glen’s wife appeared at this point and never noticed the difference. But that’s as far as it
went…

Between acts that night, perhaps when Procol were performing, a few very hairy and even more
inebriated young fans found their way into our bandroom. They started helping themselves to posters
programs, and several pairs of Clive Bunker’s drumsticks, with utterings of, ‘I’ll have this’ and, ‘I’ll
have these’… They seemed friendly enough, but we weren’t about to test them, just in case they had
us too!

It’s good, it’s Greens: the Playhouse in its cinema heyday

We had a few drinks after the gig, and Procul’s BJ Wilson said he thought Elton John was going to
be really big. I said nobody with a name that silly could ever make it big. Yeah…

Leo, incidentally, must take the award for the most hilariously underplayed song title ever. H
2003 album ‘Glide’ includes a heart-rending analysis of realising the one you love loves another, an
no matter how one feels, it’s time to let go and face a lifetime of devastated loss. It’s called ‘Yo
Prefer Jim’.

The names continued to go up in the grand foyer. The Who, Family, T Rex. Marc Bolan fell off th
stage in December 1970, either by falling backwards from the drum riser or by slipping off a glitter
star carried on by road crew. The following January saw Yes and Traffic grace the stage. Stevi
Winwood’s organ broke down and he had to borrow an instrument from support band Beggar’s Oper
Iron Butterfly and DaDa supported the mighty Yes, when clogged and togged keyboard hero Ric
Wakeman looked upon the giant auditorium for the first time.

RICK WAKEMAN, Yes: Back then Scotland was pretty badly served by the rock industry. Scottish
venues were often where you just went to do warm–ups before a tour officially started. But in a
strange way the audiences got a better deal than anyone else, because invariably they’d hear and see a
much longer set than the one that would end up on tour. Plus they would hear it first. It was good for
the band too because the Scottish audiences were so honest – they told you what they thought of the
show.

A foyer poster which was ‘liberated’ by Ian Laughland and later signed by the band

So almost by accident the fans and the bands developed a strong relationship which bore fruit fo
the acts’ creative focus and the pleasure of audiences elsewhere. These days they’d call that a ‘focu
group’ and pay you to be there… But it’s a point well made: Glasgow’s honesty and opinionation wa
already making its mark on the music business.

In March, Deep Purple and the Rolling Stones dropped in. The Stones were to be supported by th
Groundhogs but due to transport issues a local group was drafted in. Sadly they were a Stones tribu
act (or whatever they were called in those days) and didn’t stand a chance. An early example of th
audience striking back ensued.

ANNE FITZSIMONS: But then Mick Jagger came on wearing a pink satin suit and the place erupted
He sang, he danced and he whacked the stage with a belt during ‘Midnight Rambler’. Some of the
boys in the audience were shirtless as it was so hot and sweaty. At the end of the show Mick scattered
rose petals over the adoring fans. I collected some and I still have the fragments, and my ticket.

This was the point at which the gigs shifted up a gear. Yes, T Rex, Sabbath, Fairport Convention an
The Who returned, while Playhouse first-timers who re-booked immediately included John Mayal
King Crimson and Emerson, Lake & Palmer. Mott the Hoople arrived too, and the reserved thoughtfu
rock‘n’roll star Ian Hunter liked what he saw from behind his ever-present shades.

IAN HUNTER, Mott the Hoople: If they like you, Glasgow can be the best audience in the world. If
they don’t it’s your worst nightmare. We loved the Playhouse. It was a bit scary at times – they used
to eat the seats! And I think a few of them actually made it onto the stage, which was quite a feat…

LEO O’KELLY, Tir na nOg: We were back at the Playhouse again in 1972. We did three tours with
Tull, about fifty nights in total. Tours were shorter then, about three or four weeks long. We didn’t
have time for a soundcheck this time, and I remember just hoping everything would be okay. First
thing I remembered as soon as I put a foot on it was the unusually steep incline of the stage – it gave
me a real fear of toppling into the seething Glaswegians and never being seen again! You still felt a
sense of achievement to leave with your body and reputation intact. We got used to the affectionate
and enthusiastic reception we got, and learned not to be too scared: it was just their way of saying,
‘We like you’. An encore was not your usual polite applause – it was a very firm grip on your arm an
being led back on the stage by a couple of strong fellas with a small entourage. Just in case you made
trouble!

Touring with Tull was quite a thrill, of course. I’d seen them in Dublin in 1969 with Clouds in
support, never dreaming we’d be doing the same thing one year later. I remember being invited round
to Ian’s small house in Hampstead along with the rest of Tull to hear the very first playback of the
‘Aqualung’ album, and feeling rightly privileged. Sonny was playing Ian’s guitar, and when he said h
liked it Ian said, ‘It’s yours’. He played that same guitar until about two years ago, when it finally jus
fell apart.
Ian, despite his rather bohemian image, told us he’d never been drunk in his life, and he’d never
even smoked one joint. He could be very scathing and dismissive of most things – probably rightly so
– but he was always a gentleman, and surprisingly frank about himself.
Jeffrey Hammond Hammond was on bass this tour – we found him a most affable and modest man
In fact, he claimed not to be able to play at all! This is where Ian’s svengali qualities became
apparent: before a show Jeffrey would just passively stand, wearing his bass, while Ian tuned it. A
minute later Jeffrey would appear on stage in a blinding flash and cloud of smoke, then play like a
virtuoso and a madman. I found that quite fascinating.

One of those once in a lifetime rock‘n’roll moments came along when glam giants Slade made the
first appearance at the Playhouse – they were supported by Status Quo. It can only have been a
incredible night of energy and power. A friendly rivalry existed between the two camps, although
must have been pushed to the limit when Noddy Holder was arrested after the show for using ba

language on stage. He kept his mouth shut and later revealed he hadn’t opened it in the first place
the naughty word had been uttered by someone from Quo.

Responding to allegations that Noddy had a foul mouth anyway, a Slade statement said, ‘It’s tru
Noddy has a tendency to use some naughty language between songs. If you have seen Slade, whic
we’re sure you must, you may have been asked, “Are you all pissed?” And before ‘Darling Be Hom
Soon’ he has very probably grunted, “We want all the fellas and the young ladies to get very clos
during this number – we want you all to have a good feel of each other.” But you know it’s all part o
the act, and Noddy’s only lending voice to your thoughts anyway.’

A reminder if any were needed that things weren’t the same in them times. But down in the stal
that night, where the language was as fruity as it gets, love was in the air. So was lust.
DAVID KEENAN, bouncer: Slade were fantastic, so much so that a young good–looking girl in the
front row just would not sit down. I kept having to ask her not to stand on the seats, but she wouldn’t
listen to me. My patience was wearing thin and I told her she’d be forcibly removed… unless she
came for a beer with me after the gig. She did, and we got married in September 1974. She never did
do what I told her…

FRANK O’REILLY: It was a sold-out gig, we were young and big Quo fans – and beside us were
these two tidy birds. My mate Andy and I got on like a house on fire with them. I don’t know if it was
the driving music or what, but in the middle of the stalls, with people jumping around like lunatics,
there was us two getting stuck in! I missed the last train and got complete dokey from my mother –
but was it worth it? Hell yes!

Ah, sweet… Incidentally, the bouncer stories do get harder. The Playhouse’s next guests were th
Faces, supported by Byzantium, when a more standard kind of night was had by all.

ANNE FITZSIMONS: The concert had been postponed because Kenney Jones’ wife had had a baby,
so anticipation was really high. The tickets weren’t numbered so we had to wait all afternoon in the
lane at the side of the Apollo. When the doors opened we were very annoyed to see people being
allowed in from the other end of the queue, which now snaked right round the building. But we got
seats near the front of the stalls. Byzantium were pretty bad – sorry guys – but then Rod Stewart cam
on and apologised for the postponed show. He said, ‘We’ll try to make it up to you tonight,’ and the
crowd just went crazy.

I rushed down to the front and squeezed into the second row, standing on a seat. At that time there
was a small platform at the front of the stage with steps leading down. Rod, Ronnie Lane and Ronnie
Wood jumped down onto it but they had to retreat when the audience surged forward and nearly
flattened the line of bouncers. It was another brilliant show – it ended with Rod waving a lion rampan
flag in salute.

The next run of who’s-whos featured Bowie, Elton and Alice, along with Deep Purple, Humble Pi
and Barclay James Harvest. Lindisfarne brought Rab Noakes and Genesis in support, and it can hav
been the only time when Genesis were booed off with shouts of ‘We want Rab!’ – although Mr Noake

himself doesn’t remember that happening.

Slade brought Suzie Quatro (‘Give me four mikes so my voice is four times as loud..’) and Th
Lizzy. King Crimson brought Loudon Wainwright III; fans remember his bottle of Guinness frothin
over as it bounced across the top of his piano. Wishbone Ash brought the Average White Band an
finally Family wound up the theatre’s year on December 15.

MARY McCULLOCH: After the Bowie show I went round to the side door and the great man
himself came out to get into his car. I was leaning against it when some guy pushed me down from
behind. I had my face shoved against the window as Bowie got in from the other side. Only the glass
was between us – sheer heaven!

TRISH LYONS, usherette: I got into Bowie’s dressing room after the show… he’d gone but the
vision of his costumes hanging in the dingy room has stayed with me for ever.

ROD CLEMENTS, Lindisfarne: Our first visit in 1972 was the closest we ever came to getting
mobbed, Beatles or Rollers style. We were at the peak of our early popularity, the place was packed
and we went down a complete storm – the noise from the crowd was tremendous: loud, exuberant,
warm and funny. When we came out the stage door there was a huge mob of kids waiting for us. They
all started yelling and pouring down the lane towards us. We had to run for it and just made it onto th
tour bus, where Genesis had been watching it all and enjoying the shenanigans.

RAB NOAKES: The Genesis album at the time was 'Foxtrot' – Peter Gabriel wore a frock of sorts an
at times a fox's head. In some places this was seen as a bit ridiculous, in others they were almost
stealing the show. Lindisfarne had a brilliant crowd-rousing ability and always won through, but ther
was no doubt Genesis were more of a force at the end of that tour than at the beginning. The
subsequent multi-faceted superstardom speaks for itself.

I recall it being a bit tough for me that night, with a bit of belligerence coming in my direction.
Mildly belligerent – that describes the place for me. But at least with the height of the stage you were
more or less out of harm's way. I ended up playing it two or three times in support act mode – I found
it stimulating but never easy.

JANICE MURRAY: My friend and I worked there – unpaid, but we got to see so many groups for
free. We had to take punters’ tickets and show them to their seats. As soon as the lights went out the
torches were dumped and we found a good place to see the bands – they were all brilliant! Sometimes
we’d make an excuse to ‘go to the shop’ and give our friends used tickets to get in – but we only did
this for guys we fancied!
When Alice Cooper was playing, someone opened the fire exit and loads of fans streamed in. The
place was jumping – I had to be dragged up onto the wee stage by a bouncer as we were all getting
crushed at the front. My trousers ripped from the waist down to the ankle – very embarrassing! My
friend lost her shoes. And when the lights went up about six rows of seats had been flattened at the
front.
JOHN BRUCE: My cousin Davie met Jimmy Page in a cafe in Inverness in 1972. He told Jimmy
about my Led Zeppelin obsession and Jimmy gave him his phone number at Boleskin House –
Gorthleck 202 – and said I could give him a ring. After many attempts to speak to him I finally did,
and during the conversation he told me the band were playing Greens in December. When I told my
mates at school they all thought I was taking the piss. Imagine how chuffed I was when the tour was
announced!
ALEX FLYNN: We had a friend whose dad worked at the venue. The trick was to just hang around
after the show until the crowd was mostly gone, and then the guy would come out and take my
girlfriend and I backstage. After Zep’s second night it took people a while to leave, so the crew were
already packing things up as we went up to the front. One of the crew started telling us about how

lonely it was on the road – he said his pal was getting desperate, and started taking the guy’s jeans of
The guy didn’t do anything to stop him and eventually his trousers came down and so did his Ys –
leaving everything in view! We fell about laughing – it certainly brightened up my girlfriend’s
night… After that we met the Zeppelin guys, who were very friendly and chatty, obviously still on a
high. The only exception was Jimmy Page, who was just too knackered to talk much.

The first months of 1973 saw visits from Bowie, Uriah Heep, Hawkwind and Genesis. Mott th
Hoople’s return brings several threads of the Playhouse story together: the end of the era, the invasio
from the ballroom and the Sensational Alex Harvey Band. What can be said about SAHB that hasn
already been said in Martin Kielty’s wonderful book, ‘SAHB Story’? One fact can be revealed o
which the illustrious author–manager thing was not aware when the book was written, and it’s a goo
one too, and it’s this: while SAHB guitarist Zal Cleminson was treading the boards of the Playhous
his wife Sandra was working upstairs in the ballroom disco… It is a good one, isn’t it?

IAN HUNTER, Mott the Hoople: I always tried to watch at least the back end of the support bands’
sets. Mott were a bit picky in those days – but we got on well with SAHB, and Queen later. Their
showmanship was symptomatic of the time – you had to do something to rise above the herd. I
remember Alex introducing me to his mum and dad in the stalls at the soundcheck.

ZAL CLEMINSON, SAHB: I really struggle to recall anything about the venue except it was meant
to be the biggest something or other in the country and everyone said it was the best gig on the planet
It was a cross between a Victorian music hall and ‘Escape from New York’. There was this dark,
narrow alleyway that led to the stage door – a vast slender tunnel with no sight of the sky. The alley b
the stage door was so tight it was virtually impossible to open the doors fully. And the stage was far
too high for comfort or those of us who suffer from vertigo – I always kept well away from the edge.
Our dressing room was filled with happy hangers-on – the Glasgow ritual of knowing someone who
knows someone who knows someone or other. They loved hanging out and watching the dancing girls
get their tits out – as did we… Ah, showbiz!

It was a long climb to and from the dressing rooms and yet there were other floors above this wher
no one ventured. I can only assume the place was full of ghosts from the music hall era, zoo-like
performers and charlatans of every kind mingling with the sepulchral rock gods and the sanguine fan
eager to let you know if shite really can float. But backstage SAHB always knew there was something
special waiting to greet us. It felt like a place the whole of Glasgow had a hand in building, a ship
filled with verdant dreams and the promise of something to boast about, the echoes of which still
linger far and wide…

SANDRA CLEMINSON: I worked in the Clouds disco at the bar, which didn’t sell any alcohol – no
drunkenness sticks in my mind. I must have been one of the older members of staff… I’d have been
23 or 24, which was bordering on geriatric with the age of the clientele. That feeling might have been
more to do with me being the mother of a three-year-old daughter – it made me feel elderly and, at
that time, stigmatised.

I remember going to work around 6.30, which was normal for a nightclub – things didn’t run as lat
as they do now. I had to get on a bus at that time of day dressed up to the nines, a bit overkill for

punters on their way home from work. I had my Biba t–shirt, then skirts were mini, midi or long –
whatever length I wore, it was difficult alongside the platform boots and with false eyelashes. The
Twiggy double–eyeliner meant your sight was usually blurred, although the white lips helped
everyone else see you coming… And it was really difficult keeping your cool when you tripped over
the hem of your velvet double–breasted maxi coat as you got on the bus. You couldn’t even consider
trying to get to the top deck.

You entered the club from the Green’s main entrance. There was a lift but I can’t remember if only
staff were allowed to use it. The bar was in the far corner of the hall and it seemed enormous and
plush. There were two DJ booths, both in corners, so that was three corners used up. I can't think wha
the other one was used for – a cloakroom or maybe a snogging corner?

As the club got ready for opening it seemed empty, echoey, eerie and sad, or at least that’s what I
thought. When it was full of people it was always brilliant, though. It was always mobbed and always
had a good atmosphere. I don’t ever recall any fights or anything other than excitement, dancing and
the usual male–female bonding going on in that fourth corner… I can’t picture a time when the place
wasn’t heaving with dancers. Stopping to have a drink was a waste of good bonding time.

Then at the end of the evening when everyone had gone, the rubbish was cleaned away, the floors
were swept, the bars were tidied and the atmosphere was changed. The space and light just showed up
the emptiness and imperfections – I felt embarrassed and saddened by that exposure. The manager,
Eddie Tobin, would drive me home. I suppose he felt obliged as he was best man at our wedding – an
I was really grateful because the taxi fare would have probably been all my wages.

EILEEN TELLER: I have some great memories of Clouds. Getting past the bouncers for a start – th
was a nerve–racking experience when you were underage! Going up in the lift… dancing round the
handbags… the constant stream of boys walking round and round… the upstairs balconies… the
sofas! Tiger Tim… Midge Ure… Slik! The hustle… the bump! And what seemed like an endless
number of stairs you had to go down at chucking-out time. I remember being evacuated – they used t
play ‘The Grand Old Duke of York’ – I presume that was as a signal to the staff. We had to line up in
twos and then march down the stairs.

Clouds, indeed, was a place of some status by the 1970s. Unicorn Leisure had been leasing it fro
Greens for some time and it was one of the top clubs in Glasgow, with a capacity of 2000 and th
connections to put on high quality gigs in its own right. One such evening, on June 29, 1972, ha
featured two of the city’s most popular bands, Stone the Crows and Tear Gas. Stone the Crows starre
Maggie Bell and Les Harvey, while Tear Gas had just added Les’ brother to the lineup and change
their name to SAHB.

DEREK McADAM: The rule was, get in early if you want to be at the front. I wanted to be as near th
the stage as possible because Maggie had to be seen up close – so there were four or five of us in as
soon as the doors opened, knackered after all those stairs. I think there was a lift but I never ever used
it. We sat ourselves down on the floor, and some familiar old faces came onto the stage. But they had
this geezer who proceeded to tell us they were his band, ‘The Sensational Alex Harvey Band’.
Bollocks, we thought – this is Tear Gas, matey! Tear Gas were always playing around so we all knew
who they were. We didn’t know who he was, though. He took a bit of flak all the way through the

show – which wasn’t too clever, as I recall. Chaotic even: mikes cutting out, guitars feeding back, and
a lot of other crappy things.

But the old trouper carried on, and he was giving as good as he got from the crowd. He just kept th
band playing – the only song I remember is ‘There’s No Lights on the Christmas Tree Mother,
They’re Burning Big Louie Tonight’. We thought it was hilarious. But still, it was a shambles, and I
don’t think many of us bothered to stand up for it. Very few people clapped.

So the set ended and we got ready for Maggie and the boys. Then Alex came out from the side, and
he came in amongst us and started to tell us things would get better and one day he’d show us how
great SAHB would be. I was dead impressed this guy would just come into the crowd and explain
himself – he had balls and didn’t try to hide anything. But I didn’t think I’d go and see SAHB again…
Clouds was doing well – very well. And it was obvious the Playhouse was doing less well…

EDDIE TOBIN, Unicorn Leisure: We already had a history of running successful clubs in Glasgow
We’d had all the big touring acts playing in the Electric Garden, so we had the contacts. Clouds
became very busy very quickly – it had a capacity of 2000 and it was always jumping.

The Playhouse wasn’t succeeding as a cinema. It wasn’t succeeding as a venue either – promoters
would hire it from Greens every now and again, but it wasn’t regular so it wasn’t successful. But it ha
gone right down market as a cinema – it was basically showing soft porn. You went there to have sex
It was a flashers’ cinema.

Herbert Green was thinking of selling, so he and Frank talked about it and came up with the idea of
turning it into a venue. I’d seen Jimi Hendrix and Chuck Berry there – so you knew the hall worked.
And I could bring in touring acts no problem.
I remember when we had a meeting to discuss when the takeover would happen, and Miss Smith,
the Playhouse cinema booker, was asked what films had already been booked. She’s sitting at the
lunch table with a nice fur hat on, very prim and proper, and saying, ‘The last film we have is
“Swedish Dentist”…’ And Herbert Green’s just nodding away. It had become a porn palace and they
hadn’t even noticed!

The final months of the Playhouse era flew past, with shows by Elton John, Rory Gallagher, Qu
Sabbath, King Crimson, Roxy Music, Hawkwind, Captain Beefheart, Bowie and Wings. The fin
night, June 30, featured Slade with a now one-year-old SAHB in another supporting role.

GEOFF NICHOLSON: Despite an absolute relentless tirade of abuse from the Slade fans Alex and
the guys just stood there, daring the fans to challenge them. They sipped beer and stood with their leg
astride the monitors in threatening poses – and slowly, very slowly, won over the crowd. It was a
fantastic display of showmanship.

Slade were the biggest band in the UK and things were just kicking off for SAHB. But for Green

Playhouse it was all over. After 46 years of shining over Renfield Street the sign was switched off fo
the last time. Literally minutes later, the Apollo began to rise from the ashes – with blast off a mer
ten weeks away.
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THE APOLLO’S first manager, Colin Robertson, and his staff had 67 days to turn the Playhouse int
the Apollo. So they started straight away – as soon as Slade, SAHB, crew and co were safely on the
way to their next stop, the seats began to come out. In a madcap series of eighteen-hour days th
Unicorn team set out on what would today be regarded as legalised vandalism. Furniture an
decoration that would have kept the Time Team busy for years was ripped down in minutes an
thrown in skips.
EDDIE TOBIN: Colin and I were there with crowbars – there was a lot of work to be done. The
seating upstairs had been made from the packaging of a big dipper… the old Greens fairground
connection again.

But the stage was a real problem – and it was probably a problem until the day the place closed. It
was sixteen feet high and it had to be that way because of what was underneath it. There was no way t
resolve it for the stalls – the first rows were never going to see the back of the stage.

Every now and again Glasgow City Council holds an open-doors day, where visitors can take a loo
round architectural treasures which are not normally available to view. A few moments’ inspection o

the city’s 1920s buildings shows what was lost when the Playhouse’s guts were torn out. The city
regarded by some as so beautiful they have a saying: ‘When in Glasgow, look up’. If you did that i
the summer of 1973 in Renfield Street you’d have got an eyeful of plaster.

The result of the high-speed refurbishment turned the building into a true Glaswegia
rough’n’ready in appearance, but with a heart of gold. The foyer carpets had been dyed purple (th
Greens slogan could still just be made out) and the auditorium had been daubed with garish glitter
paint. Some people called the venue ‘The Greens’ for ever more; others named it the ‘Purple Palace
on first sight. It’s unlikely the venue could ever have been said to be ready, but everything doable ha
been done as the countdown edged to zero.

EDDIE TOBIN: When we were looking at a name for the place, Ronnie Simpson had an album in th
office called ‘James Brown Live at the Apollo’. It was a big album at the time – a hot hot album. We
thought, why not have the Apollo in Glasgow? We weren’t thinking about the space programme or
anything – we’d only just had the first jet plane in Glasgow!

The chart hits accompanying the Apollo’s arrival included, poetically, ‘Ballroom Blitz’ (Sweet) an
‘Rock On’ (David Essex). The venue entered the world in the month Gram Parsons and Jim Croce le
it, and when Ian Gillan was replaced by David Coverdale in Deep Purple.

The grand opening night was on September 8, 1973. In a tip of the hat to the grand old Playhous
years it was a movie presentation: a 1971 Oscar-winner called ‘Nicholas And Alexandra’. The Britis
production featured a pre–‘Doctor Who’ Tom Baker as Ra-ra-Rasputin, with Fiona Fullerton and Ia
Holm in supporting roles. It’s a highly regarded historical drama, rated above ‘Dr Zhivago’ in movi
buff circles – but movie buffs, and indeed movies, weren’t to play a big part in the Apollo’s future.

EDDIE TOBIN: Our intention was to continue running it as a cinema stroke concert hall – but we ha
to get rid of the place’s soft porn image. We picked a four–hour dirge that flashers wouldn’t
particularly like. Then we put on ‘Patton: Lust for Glory’. We sent a message to the flashers, and the
message was received… only about a dozen people came in. We managed to wipe out the old
reputation in a week.
But we were the first cinema to put two A-run films together in a double-header. We ran Magnum
Force and Dirty Harry together. We meant it seriously – we wanted to make money as a cinema as
well as a concert hall. It didn’t work out like that though – the concerts took off.

The first run of shows set the scene in widescreen: two nights each of Johnny Cash and the Rollin
Stones, then Lou Reed, Family (their last-ever show), the Moody Blues, Quo and Diana Ross. Th
Cash concerts took place on September 5 and 6, before the Apollo’s grand opening.

In the run-up, amid a flurry of advertising and media commentary, the Evening Times told ho
lifelong Cash fans John and Cathie Trainer had been unable to buy tickets because they’d shifted s
fast. They’d met their hero previously and were planning to visit him in the States on a holiday th
following year. Strangely there was no mention of passes, and indeed no follow-up on whether the
made it to America.
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